














EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATION OF LIMIT STRAIN IN THE 
FORMING LIMIT DIAGRAM OF A DUCTILE METAL SHEET 
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In the research and development in recent years of the vehicle structure weight saving technology is a 
multi-material reduction is proceeding to use the some of the lightweight material to the right man in the right 
place. Japan’s economy is the weight of the reduction and the structure of the production cost in the production 
of automobiles and aircraft to be a particularly important area in the future in order to achieve a stable and 
steady growth has become a common and universal proposition. Forming limit diagram in sheet material 
processing of press processing performance is inferior aluminum alloy cold compared to the ductile metal 
sheet , such as mild sheet for automobiles have been sought in various ways experimentally. Various 
experimental methods and limits distortion definition have been measured and plotted for a long time. 
However , qualitative enough research results and also consideration has not been obtained in quantitative 
about the difference of forming limit diagram due to the difference of the experimental method and the limit 
strain definition and method for measuring. This paper pointed out the difference in the limit strain due to 
difference in the methods of several conducted an experiment to optimize definition to determine the forming 
limit strain of the aluminum sheet by using the developed in-plane biaxial test machine.  











































供試材には Al 合金 A1100-O を使用した. 供試材寸法
は,1.0tの A1100-O薄板から本研究室で面内二軸試験を行
う際に用いられる Fig.1 の十字試験片を作成した. 
 
 
Fig.1 Specimen dimensions 
 





Table.1 Mechanical property of A1100-O 
 
 
Table.2 Mechanical properties n value  









Tensile test, C.H.S.=5mm/min),平面ひずみ引張試験(Plane 
Strain Tensile Test, C.H.S.=5mm/min,0mm/min),不等二軸引
張(Unequal Biaxial Tensile Test, C.H.S.=5mm/min,4mm/min),
等 二 軸 引 張 (Biaxial Tensile Test, C.H.S.=5mm/min, 
5mm/min)を行った。それぞれのスクライブドサークルテ
ストのプリントパターンとひずみ測定の際の基準長さ𝑑0
を Fig.2 に,それぞれの試験方法を Fig.3 に示す。 
 
 
Fig.2 The length of the line to be measured 
with the scribed circle and grid. 
 
 





































Fig.5 Method of measurement near the fracture part 
 
 








破断位置の図を以下に Fig.7 として示す. 
 
 








Table.3 Limit strain of circle pattern in uniaxial tensile test 
 
 










Fig.7,Fig.8,Fig.9 に示す.また,同様に試験片表面に Fig.2 に
示した格子パターンをスタンプし,それに対してひずみを
測定した結果を Fig.10,Fig.11Fig.12 に示す. 
 
 Fig.7 FLD by method of measurement the fracture part in the 
circle pattern of the scribed circle 
 
 
Fig.8 FLD by method of measurement near the fracture part 




Fig.9 FLD by method of measurement the 3 circle part in 








Fig.10 FLD by method of measurement the fracture   
part in the circle pattern of the scribed grid 
 
 
Fig.11 FLD by method of measurement near the fracture 
part in the circle pattern of the scribed grid 
 
 
Fig.12 FLD by method of measurement the 3 circle part 













行ったものを Fig.13,Fig.14 に示す. 
 
 




















































「 薄板金属材 料 のプレス成形 評 価セミナー」
(http://www.tec-lab.pref.gunma.jp/info/download/text/press/
files/FLD_and_SCT.pdf) 
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